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Response to Questions from Jon Braisted
* What is sufficient 5•consider the siding system failed? Why?
The siding system should be considered failed when it can no longer sustain internal (or
external) pressure. A plastic mechanism (defined by three plastic hinges °two at the ends and
one at the center of a girt beam) developed in girts would lead to a collapse of the siding system
because the panels would no longer remain joined together due to large deflection of the
supporting girts. A separation (due to failure in weld) of girts from the supporting columns should
also lead to a failure.
=>

Is the load-limit/plastic analysis method acceptable for thiis tpe of problem? If yes,
why?

Yes, the plastic analysis method allows determination of the limit loads or load-carrying
capacities of steel structures or structural members and can be used to estimate the blowout
pressure for the ONS siding system supported by steel members. An industry guide (ASOE,
1971) referenced in the licensee's N EDC 13-028 provides guidance and some illustrated
procedures for the plastic analysis and design of structural steel beams and frames, including
determination of the limit loads. Some caveats associated with application of this method to the
siding system are addressed below.
=>

,,Is it acceptable to use the material yield strength (versus ultimate strength or
another)? Ifyes, why?
=> We believe analysis based on the ultimate strength should be used in determining the
blowout pressure for the siding system rather than analysis based on the yield stress. Plastic
analysis often assumes that the material becomes perfectly plastic when the stress reaches its
yield stress. However, common structural steels exhibit the phenomenon of strain hardening
under continued loading beyond the yield point, resulting in an increased load-carrying capacity
of the structure (see Attachment 1 below for more details). Therefore, it will be more realistic to
use an approach based on the ultimate strength rather than yield stress in estimating the
blowout pressure for the siding system, because the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the
structural members should be reached before failure of the siding system can occur.
o
=>

Is the catenary action assumption valid for the amount of girt deflection predicted? lf
yes, why?

No, we believe the catenary action assumption is not valid for the amount of girt deflection

predicted and, more importantly, this assumption is not considered valid for a situation in which

two plastic hinges developed at the ends but without an additional plastic hinge at the mid- span
of the girt. In its design calculation sheet (NEDO 13-028, Page 9 of 10, Item 10), the licensee
states the following:

"Catenary action is initiatedat the development of a full plastic moment at the
end connections resulting in failure. This evaluation also demonstrates a tensile
force from catenary action resultingin failure (of) the welded connections after
full yield of end connections. _
We believe it is not acceptable to assume that catenary action takes place with only two plastic
hinges developing at the end connections. A beam with fixed ends will turn into a kinematic
mechanism (characterized by a large deflection under constant loading signifying a collapse of
the system) only when three plastic hinges develop, two at its ends and another along its span.
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Without catenary action (or a mechanism) manifested, tensile forces that may lead to the failure
of welded connections would not occur. "The blowout pressure should be determined based on
criteria that a plastic hinge develops at the mid-span of a girt beam under continued loading
beyond the point of plastic yielding at end connections. The following is what we believe would
occur under uniform pressure loading to the failure of the siding system (see. Attachment 2 for
more details):
1. A plastic hinge will develop at each end connection (where the girt beam is rigidly connected
to the column).
2. Once plastic hinges develop at both ends, the beam will act as a simply supported beam, with
no additional moment-carring capacity at its ends (beyond Mp, the plastic moment for the end
connection). The beam will continue to carry additional loading as a simp/y supported beam.
3. A plastic hinge will develop at the mid-span of the beam under continued loading and the
beam will turn into a "mechanisms leading to a collapse of the siding system as the panels
would no longer remain joined together due to large deflection of the supporting girts. Also,
significant tensile stress may develop in the girt and at end connections leading to the failure of
the weld. It is to be noted that, due to non-uniform section properties (with the channel girt
having a larger section modulus than the angle connection), a plastic hinge at the mid-span of
the girt will develop at a much higher pressure than that which causes the initial plastic hinges at
end connections. Note that the required plastic moment for the girt beam is much greater than
that for the end connection because of their diference in section modulus.
Are the equations used to calcu[ate the tension forces at the girt ends appropriate? If
yes, why?
=> No, since the licensee's assumption of catenary action based on "two" plastic hinges at end
connections is not acceptable, its calculation of the tensile forces at support ends based on
catenary action is not considered acceptable either. "The licensee used a formula which is
applicable to a cable that has no flexuiral stiffness in calculating tensile forces in the girt beam.
However, the girt will behave as a simply supported beam wth two plastic hinges developed at
its ends and still possesses flexural capacity to carry additional loading and, therefore, a cable
assumption in tensile force calculation is not considered adequate.
o

Fig. 3 in Attachment 3 below shows that a certain level of chord rotation should take place
be ore tensile forces in the beam can be developed. The licensee's calculation in NEDC 13-028
gives a maximum displacement of the girt beam of 0.59 inch, which would result in an
approximate chord rotation of 8= 0.59 / (24/2x12) = 0.004, and at this level of rotation, the
tensile forces exerted would be quite minimal, according to this study.
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Attachment 1

(Excerpts from "Plastic Design in Steel - A Guide and Commentary" by ASCE, 1971, pp 12-14)
2.3• ROLE OF STRAIN HARDENIgNG
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Attachment 2
(Excerpts from "Ultimate Limit State Design of Steel-Plated Structures" by J. K. Paik and A. K.
Thayamballi, 2003, Wiley, Section 2. 7)
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momxents rake place because of the symneuc loading and end conditions. Even after the
oc:ufrrece of the plastic hinges ax both ends, thbea will be able to wihsAnd further
loading until the cross-section at mid-span yields, lading to the plastic hinge mechanism.
In Figure 2.20, the bending moment along the span may be given by considering the
symametric load condition with regard to mid-span as follows:
= -A

+qL

q 2

2.8

where MA = Ma = bendin•g moment at beam end.
Since the b..nding strain energy. U, of the beam with the effective cro~ss-secion is calculated frorm Equation (2.41) and the rotation at fixed end A mus be zero, Equation (2.42) is
satsfied. By solving Equation (2.42) together with Equation (2.48), MA is determined by

29

qLz
MA 12

Now we get a critical lod qc•0 when both ends just yield; hat is, the end moment at
S= 0 or L reaches the plastic bending moment, -Mp,, namely
I•2ML-p

(2.50)

The maxidmum bending moment, M• t, which occurs at mid-span, iLe., x = L/2 until
both ends jus yield, is calculated from Equation (92.48) with Equation (2.49) since. q
¢
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asfollows:
24
Even afte both ends have yielded, the beam may sustain fur'ther loading until the
cross-section at niid-spwi yields. While the end] momaent is kept constant at -Mlp, the
bending moment inside the span will increase. Since th~e beam can now be considered to
be simply supported at both ends, the additional bending moment, AM, inside th span
due to further loading is given by neglecting the membrane stes effects, namely
M=q -q*t(L
2

-xa

(2.52)

Since the maximum additional bending moment, AM•, occurs at mid-span, the otcal
(accumulated) maimumn
ding maoment. Mo
mtrid-pa is o ~ed as foliowv•:
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M•=

M•,

+AM•

-=

.

q_•L

-cL
=-q-

2Mp

-

2353)

[(q - qcn)!8IL 2.
Since a plastic hnge mechanism is formed when tie cross-sction ax maid-span yields,
with M•n• = Mp, the plastic collapse loado q, of th~e beam is finally determfined by

w ere ~A1•

=

l6Mp

(2354)

Using a method similar to that used above, th first c-ritical or plastic collapse loads of
the beams under other load applications, such as those shown in Figures 2.21(a) and (b),
can be calculated.
**Please note that inEq (2.53) above, it appears that the last term
to"-Mp".

8

"-

2Mp" should be corrected

Attachment 3
(Fxc~rots from "Sitmplified nonlinearprogressive collapse analysis of welded steel moment

ffames" by Kim et al (2009), Journalof ConstructionalSteel Research, Vol 65, 1130-1137)
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Fig. 1. Subassembly model for parametric finite element analysis and definition of
beam chord rotation (6) and vertical load resistance (P).
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Fig. 3. Typical moment-axial tension interaction relationship
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Response to Questions from Jon Braisted
• What is sufficient to consider the siding system failed? Why?
The siding system should be considered failed when it can no longer sustain internal (or
external) pressure. A plastic mechanism (defined by three plastic hinges - two at the ends and
one at the center of a girt beam) developed in girts could lead to a collapse of the siding system
because the panels may no longer remain joined together due to large deflection of the
supporting girts. A separation (due to failure in weld) of girts from the supporting columns should
also lead to a failure.
=>

*

Is the load-limit/plastic analysis method acceptable for this type of problem? If yes,
why?
=> Yes, the plastic analysis method allows determination of the limit loads or load-carrying
capacities of steel structures or structural members and can be used to estimate the blowout
pressure for the CNS siding system supported by steel members. An industry guide (ASCE,
1971) referenced in the licensee's NEDC 13-028 provides guidance and some illustrated
procedures for the plastic analysis and design of structural steel beams and frames, including
determination of the limit loads. Some caveats associated with application of this method to the
siding system are addressed below.
•

Is it acceptable to use the material yield strength (versus ultimate strength or
another)? Ifyes, why?
=> We believe analysis based on the ultimate strength should be used in determining the
blowout pressure for the siding system rather than analysis based on the yield stress. Plastic
analysis often assumes that the material becomes perfectly plastic when the stress reaches its
yield stress. However, common structural steels exhibit the phenomenon of strain hardening
under continued loading beyond the yield point, resulting in an increased load-carrying capacity,
of the structure (see Attachment 1 below for more details). Therefore, it will be more realistic to
use an approach based on the ultimate strength rather than yield stress in estimating the
blowout pressre for the siding system, because the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the
structural members should be reached before failure of the siding system can occur.
Is the catenary action assumption valid for the amount of girt deflection predicted? If
yes, why?
=> No, we believe the catenary action assumption is not valid for the amount of girt deflection
predicted and, more importantly, this assumption is not considered valid for a situation in which
two plastic hinges developed at the ends but without an additional plastic hinge at the mid-span
of the girt. In it design calculation sheet (NEDO 13-028, Page 9 of 10, Item 10), the licensee
states the following:
*

"Catenaryaction is initiatedat the development of a full plastic moment at the
end conections resultingin failure. This evaluation also demonstratesa tensile
force from catenaryaction resulting in failure (of) the welded connections after
full yield of end connections. .. "
We believe it is not acceptable to assume that catenary action takes place with only two plastic
hinges developing at the end connections. A beam with fixed ends will turn into a plastic
mechanism (characterized by a large deflection under relatively constant loading signifying a

1

collapse
the system) only when three plastic hinges develop, two at its ends and another
along
its of
span.
Without catenary action (or a mechanism) manifested, tensile forces that may lead to the failure
of welded connections would not occur. The blowoutpressure should be determined based on
criteria that a plastic hinge develops at the mid-span of a girt beam under continued loading
beyond the point of plastic yielding at end connections. The following is what we believe would
occur under uniform pressure loading to the failure of the siding system (see Attachment 2 for
more details):
1. A plastic hinge will develop at each end connection (where the girt beam is rigidly connected
to the column).
2. Once plastic hinges develop at both ends, the beam will act as a simply supported beam, with
no additional moment-carrying capacity at its ends (beyond Mp, the plastic moment for the end
connection). The beam will continue to carry additional loading as a simply supported beam.
3. A plastic hinge will develop at the mid-span of the beam under continued loading and the
beam will turn into a "mechanism" which may lead to a collapse of the siding system as the
panels may no longer remain joined together due to large deflection of the supporting girts.
Also, significnt tensile stress may develop in the girt and at end connections leading to the
failure of the weld. It is to be noted that, due to non-uniform section properties (with the channel
girt having a larger section modulus than the angle connection), a plastic hinge at the mid-span
of the girt will develop at a much higher pressure than that which causes the initial plastic hinges
at end connections. Note that the required plastic moment for the girt beam is much greater
than that for the end connection because of their difference in section modulus.
,,
=>

Are the equations used to calculate the tension forces at the girt ends appropriate? If
yes, why?

No, since the licensee's assumption of catenary action based on "two" plastic hinges at end

connections is not acceptable, its calculation of the tensile forces at support ends based on
catenary action is not considered acceptable either. The licensee used a formula which is
applicable to a cable that has no flexural stiffness in calculating tensile forces in the girt beam.
However, the girt will behave as a simply supported beam with two plastic hinges developed at
its ends and still possesses flexural capacity to carry additional loading and, therefore, a cable
assumption in tensile force calculation is not considered adequate.
Fig. 3 in Attachment 3 below shw that a certain level of chord rotation should take place
before tensile forces in the beam can be developed. The licensee's calcultion in NEDOC 13-028
gives a maximum displacement of the girt beam of 0.59 inch, which would result in an

approximate chord rotation of

e = 0.59/

(24/2x12) = 0.004, and at this level of rotation, the

tensile forces exerted would be quite minimal, accordng to this study.
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Attachment 1

(Excerpts from 'Plastic Design in Steel - A Guide and Commentary"by ASCE, 1971, pp 12-14)
2.3 ROLE OF STRAIN HARDENING
The limit theorems desrbed above and the plastic analysis methods to
be presented in Chapter 3 asume that the material becomes perfectly
plastic when the stress reaches the yield stres•s. Most structural stceel,
hoever, strain harden under continued straining (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).
The effect of strain hardening, in general, is to improve 'the load-carrying
capacity of the struacture and to reduce the deformations in the plastic
range. Therefore, the actual strength will be somewhat higher than that
predicted by the limit th-eorems.
The influence of strain hardening in continuous beams has been studied
both theoretically and experimentally (2.7-2.12). The moment redistribution process ocutng in beams and the actual load-deformation relationship were examined in detail in these studies. The trilinear momentcurvature relationship, as shown in Fig. 2.4, has been found to give good
ageeent when compared with test results (2.6, 2.9). Methods which account for strain hardening have been proposed for analyzing beams and
framed structures (2.13, 2.14, 2.15, 2.16).
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From these studies the following conclusions have been reached:
1. Strain hardening causes a moment redistribum~tion pattern different
from that predicted by elastic-plastic theory (2.8, 2.12). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for a three-span beam. The solid lines show the
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variation of the midspan and support moment according to the
elastic-plastic theory, and the dashed lines show the effect of strain
hardening. At the plastic limit load the support moment is less than
the plastic moment, and the midapan moment is greater.
2. As a consequence of the above, stra~in hardening tends to ices
the stiffness of a structure, and, thus, to reduce the inelastic deformations at a given load. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for the three-

span beam of Fig. 2.3 (2.11, 2.12). As shown by the dotte lie h
slope of the lo-a-dedfo/ination curve in th elsicpasi

ra

is

steeper whe strain hardnig is included in th analysis. Also, the
curve including strain hardening tends to rise abv th corsodbng elastic-plastic curve. It will not,, of course, continue to rise indefinitely, because eventually th beam will fai by intbility. It has
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also been observed that plastic hinge rotations actually will be
smaller than those predicted by elastic-plastic analysis, and that the
order of hig formation may be different (2.16).
3. It has been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally that
stai harenng is needed to achieve moment redistribution and the
attainmet of th plastic limit load (2.7, 2.9, 2.1 1). Steels such as
ASTM A36, A441, A527, AJ72,) and A58 are suitable in this regard. A member fabricated of a material which exhibits very limited
strain hardening will experience very high local strains at the critical
sections, and this will lead to early instability or, if this is prveted,
to fracture of the material.

The effect of strain hardening in analysis and design is considered
further in Chapters 5, 6, 8, and 9.
5

Attachment 2

(Excerpts from "Ultimate Limit State Design of Steel-PlatedStructures"by J. K. Paik and A. K.
Thayamballi, 2003, Wiley, Section 2. 7)

The bending strin energy. U, of a beam with the effective cros-section prpetes is

give by
U

j--

.€dx

(2.41)

Applying the socle Catilin principle, the rotation at th fIe end which may
be calculated by diffes~tinizg the stai enr

with regard to th asoiated bending

moment mus be ze~ro beas of the fixed end condition, namely
f0L --M

=JaDMA = o
where

dx=0

l DMaA

(2.42)

rtat=on at end A.

2.7.4 Beam-s Flied at Both Ends
The plsi collapse load formulas for statically indeterminate beams fixed at bohcd
undr various types of load applications as shown in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 areno
considered. In this cae the beams will colas if the crosss~eCtions at bot ends as well
as any one locton inside Ushe span yield.
For a beam subjected to unifornly ditrbuted l ineods as shown in Figure 2.20,th
plastic hinges will simultaneously be fome at both end where the maxmum bn ding
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Momuern diubuon of a beam unader uniform line load, fixed at both ends
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mmnstake place because of the symmetric loading and end conditions. Even after the
ocurneof the plsi hinges at both ends, the beam will be able to withtn further
loain until the crcs-section at mid-span yields, leading to the plastic hinge mehanism.
in Figure 2120, the bending moment along the span may be given by considering the
symmetric load condition with regard to mid-span as follows:
Mq•--•=-M
-•x2(2.48)
+

where-..

MA = M3 = bending mometl at bea ends.

Since th bending strain enegy U, of the beam with the effective cross-section is calculae fro Equation (2.41) and th roato at fixed end A tmost be zero, Equto (2.42) is
satisfied. By solving Equation (2.42) toget.her with Equaion (2.48), MA Is deemie by
M^=qi--

(2.49)

Now we get a critical load, q,:,, when both ends just yield; that is, the end moen at

x =--0 or L rece the plstc bending moment, -M,, namely
121=4L--

(2.50)

The maiu bendting moment, Mmu ,, which ocur at mid-span. i.e., x = L/2 until
both ensjust yield, is calculated from Equation (2.48) with Eqain (2.49) since q = q•
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as follows:
MAlum

(2.51)

--"j

Even after both ends have yielded, the beam may sutan fan~her loading until the
cross-sec"tion at miad-spanm yields. While the end moment is kept constanlt at -Mlp, the
bending moment inside the span will incras. Since the beami can now be considered to
be sipy supported at bot ends, the additional bending moet AM, inside th span
deto further loading is given by neglecting the membrnec stress effects, namely

2x, L

-

x2)

(2.52)

Sinc the maxmum additional bedng moment. AMm~, occurs at mid-span, the total
(acumlated) maximuam bending moment, Mare., at mid-span is obtained as follows:

7

Mum= A mImm=

ct|
24

(

-cjL2---•qZ-2Mp
8
8

(2.53)

where AXM. = [(q - q,:,)l8lLz.
Since a plastic hinge mehns is formed when the cross-section at mid-spa yields,

with Mm. = Up, she plasti collape lod q•, of the beam is finally deeried by
=6M
I•

(2.54)

Using a method similar to that used above, the first critical or plastic collapse loads of
the beams under ote load applications, such as ths shown an Figures 2.21(a) and (b),
can be calculate.
**Pleasenote that in Eq (2.53) above, it appears that the last term "- 2Mp" should be corrected
to "-Mp
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Attachment 3

(Excerpts from "MSimplified nonlinearprogressivecollapse analysis of welded steel moment
frames" by Lee et at (2009), Journalof ConstructionalSteel Research, Vol 65, 1130-1137)

p.M

L

L

Fig. 1. Subassembly model for parametric finite element analysis and definition of
beam chord rotation (0) and vertical load resistance (P').
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Fig. 2. Comparison of numerical and experimental load-displacement
relationships
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Fig. 3. Typical moment-axial tension interaction relationship
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Response to Questions from Jon Braisted
* What is sufficient to consider the siding system failed? Why?
The siding system should be considered failed when it can no longer sustain internal (or
external) pressure. A plastic mechanism (defined by three plastic hinges - two at the ends and
one at the center of a girt beam) developed in girts we~alcould lead to a collapse of the siding
system because the panels we**ldmav no longer remain joined together due to large deflection
of the supporting girts. A separation (due to failure in weld) of girts from the supporting columns
should also lead to a failure.

=>

*

Is the load-limit/plastic analysis method acceptable for this type of problem? If yes,
why?
=> Yes, the plastic analysis method allows determination of the limit loads or load-carrying
capacities of steel structures or structural members and can be used to estimate the blowout
pressure for the CNS siding system supported by steel members. An industry guide (ASCE,
1971) referenced in the licensee's NEDC 13-028 provides guidance and some illustrated
procedures for the plastic analysis and design of structural steel beams and frames, including
determination of the limit loads. Some caveats associated with application of this method to the
siding system are addressed below.
*

Is it acceptable to use the material yield strength (versus ultimate strength or
another)? If yes, why?
=> We believe analysis based on the ultimate strength should be used in determining the
blowout pressure for the siding system rather than analysis based on the yield stress. Plastic
analysis often assumes that the material becomes perfectly plastic when the stress reaches its
yield stress. However, common structural steels exhibit the phenomenon of strain hardening
under continued loading beyond the yield point, resulting in an increased load-carrying capacity
of the structure (see Attachment 1 below for more details). Therefore, it will be more realistic to
use an approach based on the ultimate strength rather than yield stress in estimating the
blowout pressure for the siding system, because the ultimate load-carrying capacity of the
structural members should be reached before failure of the siding system can occur.
*

Is the catenary action assumption valid for the amount of girt deflection predicted? If
yes, why?
=> No, we believe the catenary action assumption is not valid for the amount of girt deflection
predicted and, more importantly, this assumption is not considered valid for a situation in which
two plastic hinges developed at the ends but without an additional plastic hinge at the mid-span
of the girt. In its design calculation sheet (NEDO 13-028, Page 9 of 10, Item 10), the licensee
states the following:
MCatenaryaction is initiatedat the

development of a full plastic moment at the
end connections resulting in failure. This evaluation also demonstrates a tensile
force from catenary acio resulting in failure (of) the welded connect•ions after
full yield of end connections..."
We believe it is not acceptable to assume that catenary action takes place with only two plastic
hinges developing at the end connections. A beam with fixed ends will turn into a

ki~qematie6j•

mechanism (characterized by a large deflection under relatively constant

1

loading signifying a collapse of the system) only when three plastic hinges develop, two at its
ends and another along its span.
Without catenary action (or a mechanism) manifested, tensile forces that may lead to the failure
of welded connections would not occur. The blowout pressure should be determined based on
criteria that a plastic hinge develops at the mid-span of a girt beam under continued loading
beyond the point of plastic yielding at end connections. The following is what we believe would
occur under uniform pressure loading to the failure of the siding system (see Attachment 2 for
more details):
1. A plastic hinge will develop at each end connection (where the girt beam is rigidly connected
to the column).
2. Once plastic hinges develop at both ends, the beam will act as a simply supported beam, with
no additional moment-carrying capacity at its ends (beyond Mp, the plastic moment for the end
connection). The beam will continue to carry additional loading as a simply supported beam.
3. A plastic hinge will develop at the mid-span of the beam under continued loading and the
beam will turn into a amechanism" leal gwhich may lead to a collapse of the siding system as
the panels weuldm.... no longer remain joined together due to large deflection of the supporting
girts. Also, significant tensile stress may develop in the girt and at end connections leading to
the failure of the weld. It is to be noted that, due to non-uniform section properties (with the
channel girt having a larger section modulus than the angle connection), a plastic hinge at the
mid-span of the girt will develop at a much higher pressure than that which causes the initial
plastic hinges at end connection~s. Note that the required plastic moment for the girt beam is
much greater than that for the end connection because of their difference in section modulus.
*
=>

Are the equations used to calculate the tension forces at the girt ends appropriate? If
yes, why?

No, since the licensee's assumption of catenary action based on "two" plastic hinges at end

connections is not acceptable, its calculation of the tensile forces at support ends based on
catenary action is not considered acceptable either. The licensee used a formula which is
applicable to a cable that has no flexural stiffness in calculating tensile forces in the girt beam.
However, the girt will behave as a simply supported beam with two plastic hinges developed at
its ends and stil possesses flexural capacity to carry additional loading and, therefore, a cable
assumption in tensile force calculation is not considered adequate.
Fig. 3 in Attachment 3 below shows that a certain level of chord rotation should take place
before tensile forces in the beam can be developed. The licensee's calculation in NEDC 13-028
gives a maximum displacement of the girt beam of 0.59 inch, which would result in an

approximate chord rotation of = 0.59 / (24/2x12)

=

0.004, and at this level of rotation, the

tensile forces exerted would be quite minimal, according to this study.
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Attachment 1

(Excerpts from TMPlastic Design in Steel - A Guide and Commentary"by ASCE, 1971, pp 12-14)
2.3

ROLE OF STRAIN HARDENING

The limit theorems described above and the plastic analysis methods to
be presented in Chapter 3 assume that the material bec.omes perfectly
plasti when the stress reaches the yield stress. Most structural steelAs.
however, strain harden under continued straining (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).
The effect of strain hardening, in general, is to improve the load-carrying
capacity of the structure and to reduce the deformations in the plastic
range. Therefore, the actual strength will be somewhat higher than that
predicted by th limit theorems.
The influence of strain hardening in continuous beams has been studied
both theoretically and experimentally (2.7-2.12). The moment redistribution process occurtlng in bem and the actual load-deformation relationship were examined in detail in these studies. The trilinear momentcurvature relationship, as shown in Fig. 2.4, ha been found to give good
agreement when compared with test results (2.6, 2.9). Methods which account for strain hardening have been proposed for analyzing beas and
framed structures (2.13, 2.14, 2.15, 2.16).

'Es I

Ml

* st - WPy

~st
FIG. 2.4. -iDEALIZED MOMENT-CURVATURE R.ELATIONSHIP (WITH STRAIN4
HARDENING)
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From these studies the following conclusions have been reached:
I. Strain hardening causes a moment redistribution pattern different
from that predicted by elastic,-plastic theory (2.8, 2.12). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for a three-span beam. The solid lines show the
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FIG. 2.5.--EFFECT OF STRAIN HARDENING ON MOMENT REDISTRIBUTION

variation of the midspan and support moment according to the
elastic-plastic theofy, and the dase lines shw th effect of strain
hardening. At the plastic limit load the support moment is les ta
teplastic moment, and th midsa moment is greater.
2. As a conseuenc of th above, strain hardening ted to incras
the stiffness of a structure, an, hs to reuc the ineasic deformations at a given load. Thi is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for the three
spn beam of Fig. 2.5 (.1, 2.12). As shown by the dotted line, the
soeof th load-defo nao
_crve in the eatcpaicrange i
seprwhen strain hardening is include in the analysis. Also, the
curve incuding strain hareing ted to ris above the corresponding elastic-plastic curve. It will not., of course contiu to rise indefinitely, becuse eventually th bea will fail by instability. It has
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FIG. 2.6.-EFFECT OF STRAIN HARDENING ON LOAD-ROTATION CURVE

also been observercd that plastic hinge rotations actually will be
smaller than those predice by elastic-plastic analysis, and that the
order of hig formation may be different (2.16).
3. It ha bee deonstrated both theoretically and experimentally that
strain hardening is neee to achieve moment redistribution and the
attainment of the plastic limit load (2.7, 2.9, 2.11). Steels such as
ASTM A36, A44I, A527, A•72,' and A588 are suiable in this regard. A membe fabricated of a material which exhibits very limite
strain hardening will experience very high local strains at the critical
sections, and thi will lead to early instability or, if this is prevented,
to fracture of the material.
The effect of strain hardening in analysis and design is considered
further in Chapters 5, 6, 8, and 9.

2.3 ROLE OF STRAIN HARDENING
The liit theores described above and the plastic analysis method to
be presented in Chapter 3 assume that the material becomes perectly
plastic when the stress reaches the yield stress. Most structural steels,
however, strain harden under continued straining (see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2).
The e-ffect of strain hardening, in general, is to improve the load-carrying
capacity of the str-ucture and to reduce the deformations in th plastic
range. Therefore, the actual strength will be somewhat higher than that
predicted by the limit theores.
The influence of strain hardening in continuous beams has been studied
both theoreticatlly and experimentally (2.7-2.12). The moment redistribu-

tion process occurting in beams and the actual load-deformation relationship were examined in detai in these studies. The trilinear momentcurvature relationship, as shown in Fig. 2.4, has been found to give good
agreement when compared with test results (2.6,, 2.9). Methods which ac-

count for strain hardening have been proposed for analyzing beas and
framed structures (2.13, 2.14, 2.15, 2.16).
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From these studies the following conclusions have been reached:
1. Strain hardening causes a moment redistribution pattern different
from that predicted by elastic-plastic theory (2.8, 2.12). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for a three-slpn beam. The solid lines show the
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variation of the midspan and support moment according to the
elastic-plastic theory, and the dashed lines show the effect of strain
hardening. At the plastic limit load the support moment is less than
the plastic moment, and the midspanm moment is greater.
2. As a consequence of the above, strain hardening teds to increase
testiffness of a stucure, and, thus, to reduce the inelastic deformations at a given load. This is illustr-ated in Fig. 2.6 for the thre-spnbeam of Fig. 2.5 (2.11, 2.12). As shwn by the dotted line, the

slope of the load-defot/nation cur-ve in th elastic-plati

range is

teerwhen strain hardening is included in the analysis. Also, the
curve including strain hardening tends to ris above the correspond•ng elastic-plastic curve. It will not, of course, continue to rise indefinitely, because eventually the beam will fail by instability. It has
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also been obse•rved that plastic hinge rotations actually will be
smaller than those prdce by elstc-plastic analysis, and that the

order of hinge formation may be different (2.16).
3. It has been demonst•rated both tericlyand
e~xpeietally that
strain hadeig is nede to achieve moment reitiuinand
the
attainment of the plastic limt load (2.7, 2.9, 2.11). Steels such as
ASTM A36, A441, A527, A•72,' and A588 are suitable in this regard. A member fabricated of a material whic exhibits very limited
strain hardening wil exeiec very hig local strains at th critical

sections, and this wil lead to early instability or, if this is prveted,
to fracture of the material.
The effect of stai hardening in analysis and deig
further in Chapters 5, 6, S, and 9.

is considered

Attachment 2
(Excerpts from "Ultimate Limit State Design of Steel-Plated Structures"by J. K. Paik and A. K.
Thayamballi, 2003, Wiley, Section 2. 7)

The bending stra~in energy. II. of a beam with the effective cross-seton propertes is
pvenby2

u = jL u

(2.41)

Castiglano princ~iple, th mtto at th fied en which may
Aplyn the soal
be caclae by differniaig th strain enrg with regard to the asoiae bedig
moet mus be zero because of th ixed end coniton namely

,8 =
where

6

A

at'

=

oL MaM d
J-'•
-- dx=

(2.42)

= roton at end A.

2.7.4 Oen Plied at Born Ends
Teplsic collapse load formulas for statically indetenninate beams fixed at both ends
uervarious• types of load a~pplicatons as shown in Figures 2.20 and 2.21 are now
cosdee. In this case, the bem will collapse if•thcoss-,,ecuons at both ends as well!
as any on loato inside the span yield.
y distributed line loads as shw in Fgre 2.20, the
For a bea suJbjecte to u
patchinge..s will simultaneously be fome at bot ends where the maximumbedn
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ohed

momn~ts
place because of the symmetrc loading and end conitons. Even after the
occurrencetake
of the
plastic hge at both ens the bea will be able to withst.and fu.ther
lding until the crs-eto at mid-span yild~s, leading to the plsi hinge mechanim.

In Figure 2.20, th bedn moen along the span may be given by consideringth
symmetri load coditon with regard to m'id-span as follows:
U =--MA +

-x--•:

(2.48)

where MA = Ms = bending moment at beam ends.
Since the bending strain energy, UI, of the beam with the'effective cross-section is calculated from Eqaton (2.41 ) and the roato at fixed end A mus be zero, Eqato (2.42)1is
satisfied. By solving Eqato (2.42) together with Eqato (2.48), UM,is determinedl by

Now we get a critia load, qc• when both ends js yield; that is. th~e end moe
x = 0 or L reaches the plsi bending moet, -MUp, namely
= IcL-"T

at

(2.50)

The mamu bedn rmoment, M,• ,, which ocur at mi-span, iLe,, x =- Li2 until
both ends just yield, is calculated from Equation (2.48) with Eqain (2.49) since q =c
--
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as follows:

U24

-(2.51)

Even after both enads have yielded, the bea may su~stain furter loading until the
crssscto at mid-span yields. While th end moen is ep constant at -Up,, the
bedng moment inid the spa will inrae Since th beam ca no be ccsdee to
be simpy supportdaxt bot ends, the adiinlbnig
moet AM, insd the sa
due to furthr loading s given by neglecting di memrane sts effcs namnely

Since the maximum additional bending moment, Ar,.
ocur at mid-span th total
bedn moet Urnz, at midspan is obie as follows:

(accumulated) maximu

10

Mu, eta
=

+

~

u-

qdlL 2

(q -qe•,)L

2

2

_qL

2p(.3

where AM,.,.1 = [(q - qcD/8lL 2 .
Sinc a plastic hinge nuch
,snis formed when Ihe cross-seto at mid-spun yild,
with M.,1 = 24, th plastic colapse load, q•. of th beam is fnally deetnie by
16M4
qc

=

--

T-(2.54)

Using a meho similar to that use above, th first*cria or plastic collaps oad of
th em under ote load applications, such as those shown in Figue 2.21(a) an (b),
can be caculate.
**Pleasenote that in Eq (2.53) above, it appearsthat the last term

to

"-Mp

11

"-

2Mpg should be corrected

Attachment 3
(Excerpts from "Simplif'ie nonlinearprogressive collapse analysis of welded steel moment
frames" by XimLe__e et al (2009), Journalof ConstructionalSteel Research, Vol165, 1130-1137)
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L

Fig. 1. Subassembly model for parametric finite element analysis and definition of
beam chord rotation (9) and vertical load resistance (P).
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Lupold. Timothy,
From:

Sent:
To:
C¢:

Subjec
Attachments:

,,

,

Hsu, Kaihwa

Wednesday, August 19, 2015 1:28 PM
Lupold, Timothy
Park, Sunwoo
FW: Cooper's siding analysis
IMG_29S0JPG; IMG_2982JPG; IMG.2992JPG

From: Reinert, Dustin
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 11:19 AM
To: Hsu, Kaihwa <Kaihwa•Hsu@nrc.gov>
Cc: Braisted, Jonathan <cJonathan.Braisted@nrc.gov>
Subject: RE: Cooper's siding analysis

Please see the attached pictures of the turbine building connections.
Jonathan Braisted (inspector) and Tom Farnholtz (Branch Chief) are the cognizant persons on this issue in
Region IV.
I hope this helps. I am also going to forward a simple animation that the licensee developed to illustrate the
bending forces. Thank you.
Oustin Reinert
Actng Senior Resident Inspector
Cooper Nuclear Station
Office: 402-825-3371
Cell: 254-223-0960

From: Hsu, Kaihwa
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 9:41 AM
2rc.
cv>; Braisted, Jonathan <Jonathan.Braisted@nrc.gov>
To: Josey, Jefrey <Jffevosv
Subct FW: Cooper's siding analysis

Jeff and Jonathan, can you get some pictures of the connections between the columns and horizontal
members.
From: Lupold, Timothy
SetFriday, August 14, 2015 1:02 PM
To: Hsu, Kaihwa <Kaihwa.Hsu~nrc. ov>
Subject: FW: Cooper's siding analysis
Robert, can you work through Region IV to see if the resident can get some pictures of the connections
between the columns and horizontal members.
Fro: Burke, John
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 12:59 PM
1

,,

To: Lupold, Timothy <Timgothwiuoold@nr•o>
Subject: Re: Cooper's siding analysis
From Fred's initial review it looks like the connection between horizontal channel and building column is the weak link.
The drawings are not high quality. Could the Resident get some photos of the connections?

John
From: Lupotd, Timothy
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 09:15 AM
To: Burke, John
Subject: RE: Cooper's siding ana~'is
Region IV hasn't given me a precise timeline. I will give them a call today and see.
From: Burke, John
Sent: Friday, August 14, 2015 9:13 AM
To: Lupold, Timothy <Timothy.Lupold @nrc.gov>
.Subject: RE: Cooper's siding analysis
One thing we forgot to ask

--

when do you need this?

John Burke, FE
Branch Chief RES/DE/SGSEB
US NRC
(301) 415-2343
iohn.burke @nrc~qov
From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Burke, John <cJohn.Burke@qnrcogov>
Subject: FW: Cooper's siding analysis
I had just sent this to Fred a couple minutes before you emailed me.
From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 10:29 AM
To: Sock, Frederick <Frederick.Sock@~nrc.•ov.>
Subject: FWV: Cooper's siding analysis
Fred, here is information on the Cooper Turbine Building siding issue. The first email attached contains the
licensee's calculation. It is now revision 1. Previously, t had Sunwoo Park and Robert Hsu review revision 0 of
the calculation and provide feedback to Region IV on this. The licensee does not agree with our review
conclusions.
The licensee is trying to demonstrate that their turbine building siding or wall will fail and relieve pressure that
is generated from a high energy line break. The turbine building siding was not specifically designed for this
function. The pressure at which is needs to fail is 0.5 psig, otherwise it may impact control room habitability,
and possibly some other evaluations they have done to license the plant.
I will call you later today. If John does not give you alternate direction, TAC M40695 can be used to track any
time spent on the review.

2

From: Burke, John
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 9:46 AM
To: Lupold, Timothy <fTimyothdnLuP0v>
Subject: RE: Cooper's siding analysis

Send the info to Fred. He will consult with Jose as needed.
I do not need to be on cc
John Burke, PE
Branch Chief RES/DE/.SGSEB
US NRC
(301) 415-2343
john~burke@nrc.pov
From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent-Thursday, August 13, 2015 9:44 AM
To: Burke, John <John. Burke ~nrc,gov>
Subjc RE: Cooper's siding analysis

Great. Do you want both to take a look at this? And, do you want me to send the information directly to Jose
and/or Fred, put you on cc, or not bother you with the information at all? The TAC number we are using is our
generic TAO that we use when supporting the Regions. If you have one of those, you should probably use it,
otherwise, your hours for this will show up as NRR FTE, vice RES FTE. Regardless, the TAO number 'we are
charging is M40695.
Pro: Burke, John
Sent: Thursday, August 13, 2015 8:54 AM

To: Lupold, Timothy <Timothy. LuDoldtd nrc•,gov>
•C: Pires, Jose <Jose2ires nrc, ov>; Sock, Frederick <Frederi~ckSock•nc~o>
Subject: Cooper's siding analysis

Tim, Jose Pires and Fred Sock can review the analysis for you.
Please include the TAO number with the information you send.
John Burke, PE
Branch Chief RES/DE/SGSEB
US NRC

(301)415-2 343
iohn.burke @nrc.pao
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Lupold, Timothy
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc
Subject:
Attachments:

,
Park, Sunwoo
Tuesday, September 01, 2015 3:38 PM
Hsu, Kaahwa
Lupold, Timothy; Sock, Frederick; Burke, John
RE: CNS siding issue
Draft feedback (8-25-2015).docx

Robert,
1 emailed to you and Tim on August 19 my draft feedback on NEDC 13-028 Revision 1, and attached here is
an "update" to it. No major changes but some editorial enhancements are added. So, this feedback is an
evaluation of the licensee's approach and calculations presented in NEDC 13-028 Rev 1, and my other input
("alternative approach") is not directly tied to the licensee's plastic analysis approach but rather represents an
independent view. Will see you and talk tomorrow..
Thanks,
Sunwoo

--- Orginal Appointment--From: Hsu, Kaihwa
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:29 AM
To: Lupotd, Timothy; Sock. Frederick; Burke, John; Park, Sunwoo; Hsu, Kaihwa
Subject: CNS siding issue
Whe: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 10:00 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-05:0O) Eastern lime (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-OWFN-09B06-12p

Folks; Attached file FYI. If you have any input, please forward to the meeting attendees.
<<File: Sunwoo-alternate approach (draft).docx»>

From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 11:22 AM
To: Sock, Frederick <Fredenck.Sock@nrc.gov>; Burke, John <Jt.uk
Cc: Hsu, Kaihwa <Kaihwa.Hsu@nnx~gov>
Subject: RE: CNS siding issue

mcgv

I have asked Robert Hsu to set up a meeting next week so we can all meet and discuss this issue.
From: Sock, Frederick
Sent:. Wednesday, August 26, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Lupold, Timothy <Tim-othy.Lupold @nrc.gov>; Burke, John <John.Burke @nrc.gov'
Subject: RE: CNS siding issue
Thanks. Jose and i are in the process of finalizing our comments, before handing them over to John.
Frederick E. Sock, P.E.
Structural Engineer, RES/DE/SGSEB
1

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission
Location: TWFN~-O9F35

Phone: 301.415.5871.
Frederick.Sock@nrc.gov

From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:39 AM
To: Burke, John <John.Burke@nrc.gov>; Sock, Frederick <Frederick.Sock@nrc.gov>
Subject: FW: CN5 siding issue
Here is added information from Sunwoo who looked at the Cooper issue previously.
From: Park, Sunwoo
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 4:42 PM
To: Lupold, Timothy <Timothy.Lupold@nrc.gov>
Cc: Hsu, Kaihwa <Kaihwa.Hsu@nrc~gov>
Subject: RE: CNS siding issue
Tim,
Attached is my draft evaluation of the NEOC 1:3-028, Revision 1, conducted so far, until I see the pictures.

Now, the reason I want to touch base with you asap is that, upon observation of the connection detail pictures
that the Region sent to us, I believe the siding failure analysis and determination of the blowout pressure would
be VERY simple and straightforward, and I want to explain and confirm my understanding with you guys before
our (and maybe RES) evaluation progresses further.

Sunwoo
-Appointment--- Original
From: Lupold, Timothy
Sent: Wednesday, August 19, 2015 3:56 PM
To: Park, Sunwoo; Hsu, Kaihwa
Subject: Declined: CNS siding issue
When: Thursday, August 20, 2015 11:00 AM-11:45 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Tim's office
1need this time to discuss a different topic with Farhad and Yong. I can do this on Friday or next week, or
preferably, the both of you can discuss and send me your conclusions.
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Draft Response to Questions from Jon Braistecl (8-4-2015)
*The licensee's current position remains that failure occurs when the two plastic hinges
are formed at the connection angles (rather than needing a third plastic hinge as in the
example of a continuous beam, uniformly loaded using the statical method/lower bound
theorem). They base this position on using the mechanism method/upper bound
theorem for limit analysis. This is referenced in Page Cl of NEDC 13-028.
The licensee's position that failure occurs when the two plastic hinges are formed at the
connection angles without a third hinge in th girt channel is not supported in light of published
theories and illustrative examples in the literature (e.g., Reference 1).
=>

The two methods, the mechanism method based on the upper-bound theorem and the statical
method based on the lower-bound theorem (Chap 3 of Reference 1, also excerpted in
Attachment C to NEDC 13-028, Revision 1), when applied properly, should lead to the same
conclusion. In each method, the underlying assumption with regard to the determination of
plastic limit load is that a plastic "mechanism" is formed (Item 7, Page 02, NEDC 13-028). It is
noted that a mechanism necessitates three plastic hinges in the case of a beam (Fig 3.1 (b) on
Page 04, Fig 3.2(e) on Page C7, NEDC 13-028).
With only two plastic hinges at the ends, as discussed previously (Reference 4), the beam turns
into a simply-supported beam and can sustain further loading until a third plastic hinge develops
at the midspan (Reference 2). It is noted that we are dealing with a "composite" beam consisting
of a girt channel joined to connection angles at the ends having different section rnoduti and
thus different plastic moment capacities (say, Mpl for angle, Mp2 for channel; Mpl/Mp2 =
(sy*Zl)/(sy*Z2) = Z1/Z2 = 2.6/15.9 = 0.1635). Therefore, it takes much further loading before
Mp2 can be achieved at the midspan of a channel (beyond the loading causing Mpl), leading to
a mechanism of the composite beam. Although the illustrative example of the statical method
(Page 07, NEDC 13-028) uses members of uniform cross section, the method still applies to
members of nonuniform (or nonprismatic) section as well (see the discussion in a midparagraph, Page 08 of NEDC 13-028).
With only two plastic hinges developed at the ends, the licensee applied the mechanism method
in Evaluation 2.3 (Page E2-2, NEDC 13-028) to determine the blowout pressure. Fig. 1 (Page
E2-1, NEDC 13-028) indicates "Mp2 (Ela~stic Bending)" at the midspan point, which signifies that
the midspan has not reached the plastic state and the beam has not formed a "mechanism",
thus not satisfying the basic assumption of the "mechanism method". In performing Evaluation
2.3, the licensee followed an example presented in Reference 1 (Page 05, NEDC 13-028)
which is based on an assumption that the system has formed a plastic mechanism, whereas the
licensee's beam has not. Therefore, the licensee's application of the mechanism method in
computing the blowout pressure is not considered valid. More detailed discussion of the
licensee calculations including the use of the factor, Fyc, is given below.
*Additionally, their position is that only the geometry of the beam matters for catenary
action, which occurs when the plastic hinges are formed at the connections, and the
equation used in their calculation is acceptable. in other words, flexure of the beam is
unimportant for determining the beam tension. This is referenced on Page Dl of NEDC
13-028.
1

It is difficult to understand the licensee's position that catenary action occurs when plastic
hinges are formed at the connections. A geometry of the beam necessary for catenary action
would not occur with only two plastic hinges at the ends. Development of plastic hinges only
signifies that the fixed ends of the beam are now turned into hinges where rotation can take
=>

place without additional loading. Therefore, at this stage, the system (girt channel

+

connection

angles) will behave as a simply-supported (composite) beam governed by the usual elastic
beam theory and is subjected to applicable equilibrium and continuity conditions. The deflection
of the beam can be calculated by the beam formula, and according to licensee Evaluation 2.4
and 2.5 (Pages E2-2 and E2-3, NEDC 13-028), a maximum deflection of 0.59" was obtained.
The corresponding rotation of the chord (representing a half of the beam) is approximately 0 =

0.59 / (24/2x1 2)

=

0.004 radians. At this stage (with only two plastic hinges at the ends), the

beam carries the loading primarily through flexure and shear with negligible axial tension. As
discussed previously (Reference 4), a study (Reference 3) shows that a certain level of chord
rotation should take place before tensile force in the beam can be developed and, at a level of
rotation of 0.004 radians, the tensile force exerted would be minimal, according to this study.
The text referenced in the NEDC 13-028 (1= paragraph, Page Dl) states "In the analysis of
flexible cables we assume that any resistance offered to bending is negligible," which sets forth
a fundamental assumption that cables have negligible capacity to carry flexural loading. The
licensee's beam (with two plastic hinges) still has flexural capacity until a third hinge develops at
the midspan and therefore a cable (or catenary) assumption is not valid for the beam at this
stage. However, the licensee used a cable formula in Evaluation 2.6 (Page E2-3, NEDC 13-028)
in computing the tensile force exerted in the beam, which is not acceptable. "Flexure of the
beam is unimportant for determining the beam tension" should not be a correct statement.
*The latest revision of Calculation NEDC 13-028, which is attached in a couple parts, is
really only different from the previous version in that the actual (calculated) failure
mechanism is failure of the bolted connection between the beam (channel) and
connection (angle). The original calculation had the angle connection to the support
column failing.
=>

The failure mechanism associated with bolted connection is believed to be more

straightforward to handle and easier to demonstrate than that associated with welded
connection.
*One other part of the calculation I've had a hard time wrapping my head around is on
Page E3-2 of NEDC 13-028. It's the Fyc term in the Wi equation. When I asked about
it, they provided the explanation that it is simply the equilibrium where midspan bending
moment is relative to the endspan bending moments achieving full plastic bending
condition and is one of the necessary plastic theory conditions. I think it's an attempt to
create a constant Mp for (all) members when using time mechanism method, since the
connections are required to be compatible with the beams.............. At any rate, at
first glance it would appear that making these manipulations invalidates the assumption
of having a constant Mp, but is this equilibrium acceptable for the purposes of the
calculation? When asked about this, they stated that the equations on Page 05 of
2

NEDO 13-028 had to be modified to accommodate their situation but their method was
correct. Ess~entially, it's (the method) is okay due to equilibrium in the summation of
forces and moments.
The licensee's calculations for external and internal work (We, Wi) in Evaluation 2.3 (Page
F_.2.-2, NEDC 13-028) are not valid because the formulas used are applicable only to a beam that
formed a mechanism. Licensee's We calculation is not considered valid because it is based on
a V-shaped deflection curve of the beam with a mechanism; instead, the licensee's simplysuppred elastic beam (with two plastic hinges) would assume a parabolic deflection shape.
Ucensee's Wi calculation is not considered valid because it does not properly express the
elastic strain energy due to flexure of the simply-supported elastic beam, on top of the plastic
energy contributed from Mpl and Mp3 at the ends.
=>

The licensee employed a factor, Fyc, "Ratio of Plastic Hinges", in an effort to account for the
difference in plastic moment capacities of the channel and angles. However, the definition and
use of Fyc lack a sound theoretical basis. It appears that the licensee attempts to quantify the
midspan "elastic" moment by scaling down Mp2 using Fyc, but still employing a three-hinge
mechanism configuration. This approach is not considered valid because the beam is a simplysupported elastic beam and cannot be conveniently treated as a plastic beam with a scaled
midspan plastic moment (Fyc*Mp2). Again, the mechanism method the licensee used is valid
only for a beam that formed a "true" plastic mechanism.
*

Any other things that are important to the calculation that come to mind.

(1) The licensee computed a tension of 478 kips (for L4 angle) in Evaluation 2.6 (Page E2-3,
NEDC 13-028) based on a catenary action assumption; however, this value was not used as the
driving force to shear the connection bolts between the channel and angle. Instead, on Page
E4-4, NEDO 13-028, the licensee derived a tension of 106 kips (for L4 angle) from the plastic
moent capacity of the angle (Mpl = 288 kips-in) and used it in the evaluation of the bolt
connection failure. It should be noted that the tensile force derived in this way, together with the
corresponding compressive force, forms the couple forces that constitute the plastic bending
moment (Mpl), and should be differentiated from the tensile force under uniaxial tension and
thus cannot simply be used as the driving force to shear the connection bolts. Nonetheless, the
licensee used this value of 106 kips as the driving force to shear the connection bolts. The
shear capacity of the two bolts (two 3/4-in A307 bolts) is computed as 32.9 kips (Page E4,
NEDC 13-028) and the licensee concludes that shearing of the connection bolts will occur
before a pressure of 0.5 psi is achieved (Page E4, NEDC 13-028). The use of 106 kips (for L4
angle) as the drivng force to shear the bolts is not considered valid.
=>

(2) The licensee states the following (bottom paragraph, Page E4-4, NEDC 13-028):
The tension value is 106 kips. After the plastic moment capacity of the corss section is
exceeded the compression area starts to decrease, causing the tension area to
increase. Eventually, the compression area will be eliminatedentirely from the cross
section, leaving only the tension properties of the cross section to carry the entire load.
At this point pure catenary behavior is achieved, which would result in higher tension
forces and therefore shows that using a tension value at 106 kips is conservative.

3

u=

The licensee describes transitioning of the mode of loading (or state of stress) from flexure into
(uniaxial) tension. A similar transition from flexure-dominant into tension-dominant mode of
loading is discussed in Reference 3. However, the study in Reference 3 ind:icates that a certain
level of beam deflection (and accompanying chord rotation) should take place before such
tensile force in the beam can be developed. Without a third plastic hinge develoe in the
midspan of the beam, catenary action and accompanying chord rotatio to allow flexure-totension transition may not take place and, therefore, what the licensee describes above is not
considered valid.
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